
item value
Design Style Morden Luxury
Brand Name Lotus-umbrella
Handle Wooden Handle
Style Elegant
Usage Wedding Party
Packing Size 77*26*26cm
Weight 300g



















Our Company





About Us Shaoxing Lotus Umbrella Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of umbrellas, located in the
Capital of Umbrellas in China, one hour of distance away from Ningbo Port, and one hour of distance
away from Hangzhou Airport. It is well-know in the local umbrella industry and plays a very important
role in the umbrella export in Zhejiang. Production We are capable of delivering a vast of customized
umbrellas to clients on time and offering a complete rang of high quanlity umbrellas in various sizes,
styles fabrics and color of Children Umbrella, Bottle Umbrella, Straight umbrella, Folding Umbrella,
Golf Umbrella, Sun Umbrella, Beach Umbrella, Advertising Umbrella and so on. We also provide
customized designing service. Quality We have modern production facilities and experienced staffs. The
production processes is streamlined and supervised by experienced managements. The whole
production is under the control of independent QC and QA. We promise that our products reached the
international standards of quality.

FAQ
1. who are we?
We are based in Zhejiang, China, start from 2010,sell to Domestic Market(20.00%),Southern
Europe(8.00%),North America(7.00%),South America(7.00%),Eastern Europe(7.00%),Northern
Europe(7.00%),Southeast Asia(6.00%),Africa(6.00%),Mid East(6.00%),Eastern Asia(6.00%),Western
Europe(6.00%),Central America(6.00%),South Asia(6.00%),Oceania(2.00%). There are total about 11-50
people in our office.

2. how can we guarantee quality?
Always a pre-production sample before mass production;
Always final Inspection before shipment;

3.what can you buy from us?
Fold Umbrella,Straight Umbrella,Kids Umbrella,Golf Umbrella,Beach Umbrella

4. why should you buy from us not from other suppliers?
Professional manufactuers of umbrella, R&D Dep have more than 10 engineer,more than 200 worker
,custorms conatin world top 500 enterprises contains CMCC, and Li &Fung LTD(HK).



5. what services can we provide?
Accepted Delivery Terms: FOB,CFR,CIF；
Accepted Payment Currency:USD,CNY;
Accepted Payment Type: T/T,L/C,Escrow;
Language Spoken:English,Chinese


